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The Right Side
Charles and Lizzie Peterson love puppies. Their family fosters these young dogs, giving them
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love and proper care, until they can find the perfect forever home. Lizzie goes to horse camp
with her best friend Maria. While there, Lizzie meets a charismatic German shorthair pointer
named Jake. The puppy is very curious about the farm and especially likes to spend time with
the horses. Can Lizzie help find Jake a perfect home?

The Puppy Place #12: Princess
In No Girls Allowed (Dogs Okay), now available in paperback, Scab knows exactly what he
wants: a dog. But if his “smart times ten” twin sister, Isabelle, keeps tattling on him, he’s
never going to get his pet. The sister repellant spray he invents is effective and profitable—until
a broken bottle spells mega-stinky disaster.

Journey of the Pale Bear
"Welcome to the Puppy Place--where every puppy finds a home! It seems like it's going to be
just another normal Peterson family trip for haircuts - that is until Charles meets Princess, a
spoiled but irresistible Yorkie pup. She belongs to one of the stylists but Princess's owner is
moving and can't take the puppy with her. Charles volunteers to care for Princess until they
find her a new home. But it doesn't take long for the Petersons to get tired of Princess's
privileged ways. How will Charles ever find the right family for this high maintenance pup?"
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Space Cat
The New York Times Bestselling Mystery There is trouble brewing in the Louisiana swamp -Bowser can smell it. Bowser is a very handsome and only slightly slobbery dog, and he can
smell lots of things. Like bacon. And rawhide chews! And the sweat on humans when they're
lying. Birdie Gaux, the girl Bowser lives with, also knows something is wrong. It's not just that
her grammy's stuffed prize marlin has been stolen. It's the weird rumor that the marlin is linked
to a missing treasure. It's the truck that seems to be following Birdie and the bad feeling on the
back of her neck. When Birdie and Bowser start digging into the mystery, not even Bowser's
powerful sniffer can smell just how menacing the threat is. And when the danger comes
straight for Birdie, Bowser knows it up to him to sic 'em.

Bonita (The Puppy Place #42)
This early work by Arthur Conan Doyle was originally published in 1826 and we are now
republishing it with a brand new introductory biography as part of our Professor Challenger
series. Arthur Conan Doyle was born in Edinburgh, Scotland, in 1859. It was between 1876
and 1881, while studying medicine at the University of Edinburgh, that he began writing short
stories, and his first piece was published in Chambers's Edinburgh Journal before he was 20.
In 1887, Conan Doyle's first significant work, A Study in Scarlet, appeared in Beeton's
Christmas Annual. It featured the first appearance of detective Sherlock Holmes, the
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protagonist who was to eventually make Conan Doyle's reputation. A prolific writer, Conan
Doyle continued to produce a range of fictional works over the following years. We are
republishing these classic works in affordable, high quality, modern editions, using the original
text and artwork.

No Girls Allowed (Dogs Okay)
Buck, living in comfort on an estate in California, is kidnapped and shipped to the Klondike. He
becomes leader of a sledge-team and, after some hair-raising adventures, finally abandons
human civilization and runs wild with the wolves.

Practice Makes Perfect for Rotten Ralph
Edward Tulane, a cold-hearted and proud toy rabbit, loves only himself until he is separated
from the little girl who adores him and travels across the country, acquiring new owners and
listening to their hopes, dreams, and histories. Jr Lib Guild. Teacher's Guide available. Reprint.

Rotten Ralph Helps Out
A bull shark in the swamp? No one in the Louisiana town of St. Roch believes it at first, but
when a local boy has a face-to-face encounter with the toothy monster, every big fisherman is
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called out for the hunt. There's a big cash bounty on the shark. Sharp-eyed Birdie Gaux and
her handsome dog Bowser can't help noticing that shark fever is causing some shady doings in
town. For instance, where is Snoozy, the clerk who works at the Gaux family fishing store?
He's the town's best fisherman, but suddenly he's missing. Is a rival bounty hunter behind
Snoozy's suspicious disappearance? Or perhaps the marine biologist who said he'll do
anything to keep the shark alive? Birdie and Bowser are determined to find Snoozy and bring
him home safe, but the job is more dangerous than they know. Bowser better practice his
paddling: He and Birdie are heading for deep waters . . .

The Brazilian Cat (Cryptofiction Classics - Weird Tales of Strange
Creatures)
The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym of Nantucket
Sarah is excited about her school project on ancient Egypt. She would like Ralph's help. But
Ralph's idea of helping out is no help at all. According to Sarah, the ancient Egyptians believed
cats were wise and had special powers. Can Rotten Ralph prove them right?

Bow Wow: A Bowser and Birdie Novel
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In the sequel to Full moon rising, Riley Jenson, half-werewolf and half-vampire, joins forces
with Kade, a sexy warrior, as they flee for their lives from a new and deadly conspiracy aimed
at creating the ultimate warrior.

The Call of the Wild
In this "brilliantdeeply felt" (Stephen King) novel by the New York Times bestselling author of
the Chet and Bernie mystery series, a deeply damaged female soldier home from the war in
Afghanistan becomes obsessed with finding a missing girl, gains an unlikely ally in a stray dog,
and encounters new perils beyond the combat zone. LeAnne Hogan went to Afghanistan as a
rising star in the military, and came back a much lesser person, mentally and physically. Now
missing an eye and with half her face badly scarred, she can barely remember the disastrous
desert operation that almost killed her. She is confused, angry, and suspects the fault is hers,
even though nobody will come out and say it. Shattered by one last blow—the sudden death of
her hospital roommate, Marci—LeAnne finds herself on a fateful drive across the country,
reflecting on her past and seeing no future. Her native land is now unfamiliar, recast in shadow
by her one good eye, her damaged psyche, her weakened body. Arriving in the rain-soaked
small town in Washington State that Marci called home, she makes a troubling discovery:
Marci’s eight-year-old daughter has vanished. When a stray dog—a powerful, dark, unreadable
creature, no one’s idea of a pet—seems to adopt LeAnne, a surprising connection is formed
and something shifts inside her. As she becomes obsessed with finding Marci’s daughter,
LeAnne and her inscrutable canine companion are drawn into danger as dark and menacing
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as her last Afghan mission. This time she has a strange but loyal fellow traveler protecting her
blind side. Enthralling, suspenseful, and psychologically nuanced, The Right Side introduces
one of the most unforgettable protagonists in modern fiction: isolated, broken, disillusioned—yet
still seeking redemption and purpose. As Harlan Coben raves, this is "a great suspense novel,
and so much more. You won't forget the heroic LeAnne Hogan—and the same goes for her
dog! Not to be missed."

Bow Wow: A Bowser and Birdie Novel
From New York Times bestseller Spencer Quinn comes book 3 in the laugh-out-loud series
about the most epic rivalry of our time . . . Arthur the dog vs. Queenie the cat. Arthur doesn't
always remember where he buried his bone, or what he was doing before he started
scratching his ear, but he never forgets three important facts:1) Bacon is delicious2) He loves
his humans, twins Bro and Harmony, with all his heart3) Queenie the cat is out to destroy
himSo when Queenie wins first place in a feline beauty contest at the county fair, Arthur
expects her to be snootier than ever. (Even though she barely beat out another cat who looked
almost exactly like her.) Yet when Queenie returns from the fair, she seems oddly nice and
sociable -- almost like she's had a personality change!The humans chalk up Queenie's good
mood to her recent win, but Arthur knows the truth. He can tell from the smell that this friendly
Queenie is an imposter! Yet before he can decide what to do, Cuthbert the Clown -- the only
one who knows what's really going on -- turns up missing. Arthur wants to help his humans find
Cuthbert, but he has seen some disturbing things they have not. Can he solve a mystery on his
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own? Or will he have to accept that he needs Queenie as much as he needs bacon?

Figures of Several Centuries
Flyball, a little gray kitten with a taste for adventure, stows away on the spaceship taking his
owner to the moon.

T Is for Terrible
Marty will do anything to save his new friend Shiloh in this Newbery Medal–winning novel from
Phillis Reynolds Naylor. When Marty Preston comes across a young beagle in the hills behind
his home, it's love at first sight—and also big trouble. It turns out the dog, which Marty names
Shiloh, belongs to Judd Travers, who drinks too much and has a gun—and abuses his dogs. So
when Shiloh runs away from Judd to Marty, Marty just has to hide him and protect him from
Judd. But Marty's secret becomes too big for him to keep to himself, and it exposes his entire
family to Judd's anger. How far will Marty have to go to make Shiloh his?

Kissing Sin
ARF A BOWSER & BIRDIE NOVEL
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Reproduction of the original: Figures of Several Centuries by Arthur Symons

The Land of Mist (????)
Brace yourself for nearly unbearable suspense in this classic horror tale from British author
W.W. Jacobs. Virtually everyone has fantasized about what it would be like to be granted three
wishes by a magical being. But what if the cost of having your dreams come true was a
horrible toll you never expected? This iconic short story is a must-read for fans of the horror
genre.

The Puppy Place #1: Goldie
“A lovely little miracle of a book.” —Katherine Applegate, Newbery Medal–winning author of
The One and Only Ivan “[A] large-hearted and riveting medieval adventure.” —William
Alexander, National Book Award–winning author of Goblin Secrets “A breathtaking
adventure.” —Kirby Larson, Newbery Honor–winning author of Hattie Big Sky A runaway boy
befriends a polar bear that’s being transported from Norway to London in this “stupendous
coming-of-age tale stuffed with adventure” (Kirkus Reviews, starred review). The polar bear is
a royal bear, a gift from the King of Norway to the King of England. The first time Arthur
encounters the bear, she terrifies him. Yet, strangely, she doesn’t harm him—though she has
attacked anyone else who comes near. So Arthur finds himself taking care of a polar bear on a
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ship to England. Tasked with feeding and cleaning up after the bear, Arthur’s fears slowly
lessen as he begins to feel a connection to this bear, who like him, has been cut off from her
family. But the journey holds many dangers, and Arthur knows his own freedom—perhaps even
his life—depends on keeping the bear from harm. When pirates attack, Arthur must make a
choice—does he do everything he can to save himself, or does he help the bear to find
freedom? Based on the real story of a polar bear that lived in the Tower of London, this
timeless adventure story thoughtfully looks at the themes of freedom, captivity, and the bond
between a boy and a bear.

Paws Vs. Claws
When they take their dog, Watch, for obedience training, the Alden children discover that some
of the dogs in the class have vanished and decide to try to solve the mystery of their
disappearance.

Woof: A Bowser and Birdie Novel
The White Company is a historical adventure by Arthur Conan Doyle set during the Hundred
Years' War. The story is set in England, France, and Spain, in the years 1366 and 1367,
against the background of the campaign of Edward, the Black Prince to restore Peter of Castile
to the throne of the Kingdom of Castile. The climax of the book occurs before the Battle of
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Najera. The "White Company" of the title is a free company of archers, led by one of the main
characters. The name is taken from a real-life 14th-Century Italian mercenary company, led by
John Hawkwood.

Dog on it
From New York Times bestseller Spencer Quinn comes book 2 in the laugh-out-loud series
about the most epic rivalry of our time . . . Arthur the dog vs. Queenie the cat. Queenie the cat
has a BIG problem. And for once, it's not the slobbery, overly excited creature who also lives at
Blackberry Hill Inn. Sweet Lady Emsworth, the neighbor's prize cow, has disappeared,
meaning no morning cream for Queenie. And when Queenie's not happy, NO ONE is happy . .
. Things aren't looking great for Arthur the dog, either. His beloved humans, twins Harmony
and Bro, are distressed about the strange activity in their town. Mysterious hi-tech people are
suddenly very interested in nearby Catastrophe Falls, bills are piling up at their mom's inn . . .
and now the twins might be hiding a fugitive?! Arthur is desperate to help but for some reason,
no one seems to think he's up to the task. (Could that be because he can't remember what
happened more than 10 seconds ago? Surely not!) Can Arthur save the day -- and become a
hero in Queenie's eyes -- without making a disastrous splash?

Shiloh
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Aiken and Mel never thought they would see each other again. Fate, and a brewing war with a
vampire army, had other plans. After the love of his life walked away, powerful half-human, halfdragon Aiken French isn’t about to risk his emotions on a woman ever again. It doesn’t matter
that his Drakon beast wholeheartedly disagrees, or that his powers of telekinesis are suffering
as a result. He can’t live through that kind of heartbreak again. But with a long-buried vampire
stirring, he might not have a choice. Bounty hunter Mel Kane never wanted a preordained
future—she will be in control of her life, not some Drakon beast who supposedly selects her
mate for her. She had to leave, even if it just about killed her. But if she’s going to decide her
own future, she’ll need to stay alive long enough to see it, which means trusting Aiken with her
life, even though she couldn’t trust him with her heart. With war on the horizon, Aiken and Mel
must track down the rogue vampire behind it all. Temptation leads them back into each other’s
arms, but even fate isn’t a sure thing when faced with a legion of the undead determined to kill
them all. The Legion Book 1: Awaken the Dragon Book 2: Claim the Dragon Book 3: Tempt the
Dragon

Roxy (The Puppy Place #55)
When some of his gerbils escape and he gets in trouble for not paying attention in class, fourthgrader Andy Russell worries about asking if a friend can move in with his family--especially
when he learns that his mother is going to have another baby.
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The Many Troubles of Andy Russell
When he goes to a carnival with Sarah and his cousin Percy, Rotten Ralph learns that winning
is not everything.

Tempt the Dragon
"Welcome to the Puppy Place--where every puppy finds a home! Charles and Lizzie Peterson
love puppies. They have a puppy of their own named Buddy, but they also foster dogs that
need help finding new homes. Charles and his friend Sammy are on their way home from
school one day when they hear a puppy crying. His name is Patches, and he's tied up in a
garage all by himself. His owners seem to care ABOUT Patches, but they don't know how to
care FOR him. And it's up to Charles and Lizzie to show them!"

Two Dogs in a Trench Coat Start a Club by Accident (Two Dogs in a Trench
Coat #2)
Welcome to the Puppy Place -- where every puppy finds a home!

Jake (The Puppy Place #47)
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"Welcome to the Puppy Place--where every puppy finds a home! Charles and Lizzie Peterson
love puppies. They want a puppy of their own more than just about anything. They know dogs
are a lot of work. But their mom still doesn't think their family is ready for a puppy. Then, Goldie
arrives. She is a sweet golden retriever that needs a home. Goldie is very young. She doesn't
know how to be a good puppy yet. Will Charles and Lizzie be able to help her?"

Bark vs. Snark
Sassy and Waldo love school so much that sometimes they stay after the day is over. And
that's how they started a club by accident.

The Puppy Place #8: Patches
Are you ready to bend your mind and think in new ways? Pit your wits against these super-cool
puzzles and see where they take you! Use your eyes and memory to ? find your way through
mazes ? solve 3D puzzles ? turn a circle into a square and lots more. Devised by an expert on
brain training, these mental challenges will fire up your powers of imagination and logic. There
are handy tips if you need help, plus an answer key at the back!

Ruff Vs. Fluff (a Queenie and Arthur Novel)
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Tyrannosaurus rex ponders his reputation for being "terrible," which is something he cannot
help because he is very large--and definitely not a vegetarian! Children's BOMC. 75,000 first
printing.

Think Outside the Box
From the author who introduced readers to chilling tales of murder comes a novella based on
factual accounts of a haunting, mutinous high-seas adventure. For fans of Poe as well as
maritime enthusiasts.

Prince Arthur
I could smell him - or rather the booze on his breath - before he even opened the door, but my
sense of smell is pretty good, probably better than yours. So begins this fabulous, funny new
detective novel featuring Bernie, a slightly down-at-heel PI; and his off sider, Chet, a dog - and
the captivating narrator of the story. Chet may have flunked out of police school (I'd been the
best leaper in K-9 class, which had led to all the trouble in a way I couldn't remember exactly,
although blood was involved), but he's just as much a detective as Bernie - superior,
sometimes, in his insight into human foibles. In Dog On It, their first adventure, Chet and
Bernie investigate the disappearance of a teenage girl who may or may not have been
kidnapped, but who's definitely gotten herself mixed up with some very unsavoury characters.
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The White Company
Birdie Gaux's dog, Bowser, considers himself in charge of security at 19 Gentilly Lane, so
when the house is broken into Bowser wants to find the man with the limeade aftershave (and
the cat) responsible--but nobody seems to know what the culprits were looking for, or why a
strange girl is asking questions about Birdie's father, a policeman who was killed in the line of
duty years before Bowser was adopted.

The Puppy Place #9: Pugsley
This early work by Arthur Conan Doyle was originally published in 1898 and we are now
republishing it with a brand new introductory biography as part of our Cryptofiction Classics
series. 'The Brazilian Cat' is a short story about an enormous and captivating black cat. Arthur
Conan Doyle was born in Edinburgh, Scotland, in 1859. It was between 1876 and 1881, while
studying medicine at the University of Edinburgh, that he began writing short stories, and his
first piece was published in 'Chambers's Edinburgh Journal' before he was 20. In 1887, Conan
Doyle's first significant work, iA Study in Scarlet', appeared in 'Beeton's Christmas Annual'. It
featured the first appearance of detective Sherlock Holmes, the protagonist who was to
eventually make Conan Doyle's reputation. The Cryptofiction Classics series contains a
collection of wonderful stories from some of the greatest authors in the genre, including
Ambrose Bierce, Arthur Conan Doyle, Robert Louis Stevenson, and Jack London. From its
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roots in cryptozoology, this genre features bizarre, fantastical, and often terrifying tales of
mythical and legendary creatures. Whether it be giant spiders, werewolves, lake monsters, or
dinosaurs, the Cryptofiction Classics series offers a fantastic introduction to the world of weird
creatures in fiction.

The Monkey's Paw
"Spencer Quinn speaks two languages -- suspense and dog -- fluently." -- Stephen King

Le Morte D'Arthur
Charles and Lizzie Peterson love puppies. Their family fosters these young dogs, giving them
love and proper care, until they can find the perfect forever home. When Charles goes to his
father's annual softball game, the last thing he expects is to find a puppy to foster. But when he
meets Champ, a German shepherd with a big heart, Charles knows that he just has to take
care of the dog. Can the Petersons find this talented pup a forever home?

Champ (The Puppy Place #43)
New York Times bestseller Spencer Quinn returns with a laugh-out-loud series about the most
epic rivalry of our time . . . Arthur the dog vs. Queenie the cat. From the outside, Queenie the
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cat and Arthur the dog appear to have a lot in common. Both pets live in the charming
Blackberry Hill inn. They both love their humans, twins Harmony and Bro. They both have a
fondness for sausage. But that doesn't change the fact that they are mortal enemies. Goofy,
big-hearted Arthur loves everyone he's ever met . . . except the snobby, scheming cat who's
devoted her life to ruining his. Queenie is a bit choosier. And who can blame her? When you're
brilliant AND exquisitely beautiful, you can't be expected to rub tails with commoners.
Especially not slobbery dogs. But when the twins' beloved cousin is framed for murder,
Queenie and Arthur must work together to clear his name . . . something Queenie finds even
more distasteful than inexpensive caviar. Can two enemies put aside their differences long
enough to solve the mystery?

The Dog-Gone Mystery
Charles and Lizzie Peterson love puppies. Their family fosters these young dogs, giving them
love and proper care, until they can find the perfect forever home. Lizzie is shocked to see that
Aunt Amanda has returned home from her vacation to Puerto Rico with an injured puppy.
Bonita is a street dog with a hurt leg. Lizzie and her friends decide to raise the money for the
puppy's operation. Will Lizzie be able to help this sweet dog?

The Miraculous Journey of Edward Tulane
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"Welcome to the Puppy Place--where every puppy finds a home! Lizzie and Charles Peterson
love puppies. Even though they finally have their very own puppy, Buddy, Lizzie still can't get
enough time with dogs. She helps her Aunt Amanda at her doggie day care center as often as
she can. At the doggie day care, Lizzie meets a pesky but lovable pug named Pugsley.
Pugsley is adorable, but he didn't earn the nickname Mr. Pest for nothing and his owners
decide he's too much of a handful to keep! Will Lizzie figure out how to get Pugsley to behave
and find him a forever home?"
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